
INTERACTION LAB
CLASS 16: OBJECTS & ARRAYS



OBJECTS



October 18 - Objects
October 20 - Project prototyping and management/ Review project ideas
October 21 - Midterms Working Day
October 25 - Midterms Working Day
October 27 - Students Present In-Class
October 28- Guest Speaker TBD



OBJECTS
Objects are complex 
customizable data structures 
within a program.

Like functions, they are aimed 
at creating modular, reusable 
code. 

However, objects can contain 
multiple values and even 
multiple functions within a 
single structure.
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OBJECT ORIENTED 
Over time, several approaches 
or methodologies have 
developed around the problems 
of programming, and using 
objects is one such approach.

Programming with objects is 
called Object Oriented 
Programming (OOP).
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OOP- OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING



CLASS HUMAN

Human data 
• Height.  
• Weight.  
• Gender.  
• Eye color. • Hair color. 
Human functions 
• Sleep.  
• Wake up.  
• Eat.  
• Ride some form of transportation. 



CLASSES
In Processing and many other 
languages objects are 
instances of classes. 

A class is a grouping of related 
data and subroutines.

Think of a class as a design or 
blueprint for something and the 
object as the instance or 
execution of that class.
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CLASSES

Classes are like a cookie cutter, 
objects are the cookies. 

You can have many objects 
made from the same class



USING TABS

Your Processing sketch starts 
with a single primary tab, but 
you can easily create new tabs 
to help organize your code as 
your sketch grows in 
complexity.

It is pretty typical to put classes 
into their own tab.



METHODS (FUNCTIONS FOR OBJECTS)

Remember making custom 
function?
A function that is defined within 
an object is called a method.

Methods should also be closely 
related to the object and it’s 
purpose within your program.
Called using dot syntax.

myCar.move();  
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OBJECT INSTANTIATION & CONSTRUCTORS
To instantiate an object means to 
make a new copy of the object.

Classes contain a special method, 
called a constructor, which initializes 
the object when it is instantiated. 

Constructors, like other functions, 
can accept parameters.

These parameters can be used to 
define unique qualities among a 
group of objects created using the 
same class. PHOTO BY MEGPI



class Dot { 
  float x, y, radius;   //parameters 
   
  // First version of the Dot constructor; 
  // the fields are assigned default values 
  Dot() { 
    radius = 40; 
    x = width*0.25; 
    y = height*0.5; 
  }}

CLASS DECLARATION EXAMPLE



NEW KEYWORD

To create an instance of a class 
you use the new keyword as 
you call the constructor 
function.

Cat Siamese = new Cat();
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NEW KEYWORD

 Serial myPort;    // The serial port object
void setup() {

    myPort = new Serial(this, Serial.list()[2], 
9600);}

You have actually already used objects without knowing it



Dog Rover = new Dog("Terrier", color(0)); fido.bark(); 

// made variable and instantiated 

An instance is like one cookie cut with the cookie cutter

OBJECT INSTANTIATION 



ENCAPSULATION
encapsulation (bundling and 
protection) is the technique to 
display the information in a way 
as to hide what should be 
hidden, and show what’s 
needed.

Encapsulation can be used to 
restrict access to and to keep 
fields and methods safe from 
the general program and from 
accidental misuse.
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INHERITANCE
Inheritance provides a way to 
base  classes on one another.

animal class is the parent, other 
classes are inherited from 
animal and extended if needed

Inheritance in Processing is 
defined using the extends 
keyword, which creates a class 
hierarchy of sub-class and 
super-classes.
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POLYMORPHISM
Polymorphism is a feature of 
Object Oriented Programming 
that, while similar to 
inheritance, applies to object 
instances rather than classes.

Polymorphism allows for 
flexibility in the use of variable  
types and parameters.
For instance, A variable called 
MEMBERID could take a name 
or a number & the program 
would recognize & accept both.
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PSEUDO CODE
Data (Global Variables):
Car color.
Car x location.
Car y location.
Car x speed.

Setup:
Initialize car color.
Initialize car location to starting point.
Initialize car speed.

Draw:
Fill background.
Display car at location with color.
Increment car's location by speed.



CODE WITHOUT OBJECTS
color c = color(0); 
float x = 0; 
float y = 100; 
float speed = 1; 

void setup() { 
  size(200,200); 
} 

void draw() { 
  background(255); 
  move(); 
  display(); 
} 

void move() { 
  x = x + speed; 
  if (x > width) { 
    x = 0; 
  } 
} 

void display() { 
  fill(c); 
  rect(x,y,30,10); 
}



PSEUDOCODE WITH OBJECTS

Data (Global Variables): 
Car object. 

Setup: 
Initialize car object. 

Draw: 
Fill background. 
Display car object. 
Drive car object.

Object-oriented programming allows us to take all of the 
variables and functions out of the main program and store 
them inside a car object. A car object will know about its 
data - color, location, speed. The object will also know 
about the stuff it can do, the methods (functions inside an 
object) - the car can drive and it can be displayed. 

we removed all of the global variables from the first 
example. Instead of having separate variables for car 
color, car location, and car speed, we now have only one 
variable, a Car variable. The other variables exist inside 
the Car object.



CLASS DECLARATION
// Class Declaration Example

// Make a Dog called Bob
// the Dog class is treated
// like a variable type

  // create spot and initialize him with breed and color
  Bob = new Dog("Terrier", color(255));

  if (mousePressed) 
    // activate the method
   
    // make background be fur color

  // create a bark method 
 
 



Dog Bob;

void setup() {
  // create spot and initialize him
  Bob = new Dog("Terrier", color(255));
}

void draw() {
  background(0);

  if (mousePressed) {
    // activate the method
    Bob.bark();

    // call on a field
    background(Bob.coat);
  }}

class Dog {
  // Set up your fields
  String breed;
  color coat;

  // construct the class
  Dog (String b, color c) {  
    breed = b; 
    coat = c;
  } 

  // create a method
  void bark() {
    println("Woof!");
  }
}



CAROBJECT_EXAMPLE_BASIC1

demo creating a car class
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CAROBJECT_EXAMPLE_2

demo creating 2 car objects 
using the car class
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void setup(){
  size(320,240);
  
  // give the ball variables initial values
  x = mouseX;
  y = mouseY;
  c = 50;    // height and width of ellipse
  xSpeed = 4;
  ySpeed = 4;
}

void draw(){
  background(0);
  
  //draw the ball
  ellipseMode(CENTER);
  fill(255);
  ellipse(x,y,c,c);
  
  // move the ball
  if(x>width||x<0){
    xSpeed = xSpeed*-1;
  }
  if(y>height||y<0){
    ySpeed = ySpeed *-1;
  }
  x+=xSpeed;
  y+=ySpeed;
}

ball1 example



Now add class Ball (ball_1_object)
Ball b1;

void setup() {
  size(320, 240);
  
  // give the ball variable initial values 
  b1 = new Ball(width/2,height/2);
 
}

void draw() {
  background(0);
  
  // draw the ball
  b1.render();

  // move the ball
  b1.move();
 
}

class Ball {
  // declare the Ball variables
  int x, y;
  int xSpeed, ySpeed;
  int c;

  // constructor
  Ball(int parameterX, int parameterY) {
    // pass the initial variables to the ball
    x = parameterX;
    y = parameterY;
    
    // give initial default values to the other variables
    c = 50;
    xSpeed = 4;
    ySpeed = 4;
  }

  // Draw the ball
  void render() {



Now create a second ball using the Ball class



Now create an array of objects

example: ball_array_objects



Now create an ArrayList

example: ball_object_arraylist



https://gist.github.com/motocycledog

dog_object
ball1
ball_2_object
ball_2_3_ballsobject
ball_array_object
ball_object_arraylist

https://gist.github.com/motocycledog


ARRAYS

An array is a list of values. 

Arrays can store any type of 
value, for example booleans, 
chars or ints. 

Each value in an array is 
identified by an index number 
representing its position in the 
array. 

The first item, or element, in the 
array is 0. PHOTO BY EVA THE WEAVER



ARRAY LENGTH & RESIZING

The array length field stores 
how many values an array 
contains.

Arrays have an initial length, 
but the value of length will 
change as you add and remove 
elements from the array.

Using the length field makes it 
easy to loop over all of the 
elements in an array.
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ARRAY DECLARATION & 

You can declare and initialize 
an array in one step or simply 
declare the array.
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String[] states = {"AR", "MA", "NY"};  
int[] numbers = new int[5];

ARRAY DECLARATION & 



ARRAY ACCESS OPERATOR

The array access operator, [ ] 
(square braces), allows you to 
get a value stored within a 
specific element of an array.
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int n = numbers[3];

ARRAY ACCESS OPERATOR 



ARRAY FUNCTIONS

Arrays have several built-in 
methods that facilitate various 
array activities, for example 
adding and removing elements.

These functions allow you to 
adjust the length as well as 
arrange and extract values.
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append() adds a value to the 
end of the array.

arrayCopy() makes a copy of 
an array.

concat() combines two arrays.

expand() increases the length 
of the array.

reverse() reverses the order 
of the array.

shorten() decreases the 
length of the array by one.

sort() will arrange an array of 
values numerically or 
alphabetically.

splice() inserts a value or list 
of values into an array.

subset() allows you to extract 
a range of values from an 
array.

ARRAY METHODS



String[] states = {"OH", "NY", "CA"}; 
states = append(states, "NY"); 
int l = states.length; 
states = splice(states, "KY", 1); 
states = shorten(states); 
println(states[1]);

ARRAY USAGE EXAMPLE



ARRAYLISTS

Arraylists are a dynamically 
resizable variable type 
designed to store multiple 
objects.

Arraylists are based on Java 
Lists, and are more convenient 
than arrays for storing objects, 
because of their dynamically 
resizable nature.

Arraylists have a size() method 
rather than a length field, but it 
serves the same purpose.
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ArrayList<Ball> balls; 
balls = new ArrayList<Ball>(); 
balls.add(new Ball(10, 10, 50)); 
for (int i = balls.size()-1; i >= 0; i--) { 
 Ball ball = balls.get(i); 
 ball.move(); 
} 
balls.remove(0);

ARRAYLIST USAGE EXAMPLE
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